L'altalena

da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-008

L'altalena
This lovely picture measures (once finished) 18 cm x 18 cm if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.
Used stitches: stem stitch, darning stitch, cross stitch, French knots.
You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.
Package contains the reproducible picture and instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Gattonando

da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-005

Gattonando
This lovely picture measures (once finished) 26 cm x 20 cm if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.
Used stitches: stem stitch, split stitch, darning stitch, lazy daisy stitch, Algerian eyelet stitch.
You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.
Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Aria di Primavera

da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-004

Aria di Primavera
This lovely picture measures (once finished) 18 cm x 18 cm if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.
Used stitches: stem stitch, split stitch, darning stitch, lazy daisy stitch, French knots, Algerian eyelet stitch.
You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.
Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Gatti Curiosi

da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-013

Gatti Curiosi

The two pictures with the cute kittens each measure (once finished) 13 cm x 13 cm if stitched on 40ct. linen (Newcastle type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.

Used stitches: stem stitch, darning stitch, back stitch, lazy daisy stitch.

You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a patchwork fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.

Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Tre angioletti

da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-014

Tre angioletti
The three sweet little angels mesure (once finished) 6,5 cm x 8,5 cm each if stitched on 40ct. linen (Newcastle type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.

Used stitches: stem stitch, running stitch.

You can stitch the work singularly and/or all together on your favorite frame. The author (as represented in the image) has decided to create little fabric compositions with patchwork fabric, this way the works can be hanged singularly. Of course, any other kind of finishing suggested by your imagination is possible.

Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Tutti a nanna**
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-006

Tutti a nanna
This beautifully tender picture depicting a mother rocking her baby measures (once finished) 20 cm x 25.5 cm if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.
Used stitches: stem stitch, darning stitch, split stitch, lazy daisy stitch, chain stitch, straight stitch.
You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a patchwork fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.
Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

**Price: € 12.00** (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Micio bello
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-003

Micio bello
This playful picture measures (once finished) 15 cm x 16 cm if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.
Used stitches: stem stitch, darning stitch, split stitch, lazy daisy stitch, chain stitch, straight stitch.
You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a patchwork fabric pillow and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.
Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Amore a prima vista
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-009

Amore a prima vista
This playful picture measures (once finished) 17 cm x 21 cm if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.
Used stitches: stem stitch, darning stitch, split stitch, French knots, lazy daisy stitch, running stitch, battlement couching.
You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a patchwork fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.
Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Gli aquiloni

da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-007

Gli aquiloni
This delightful picture measures (once finished) 17 cm x 24 cm if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.

Used stitches: stem stitch, darning stitch, cross stitch.

You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a patchwork fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.

Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Scivolando

Modello: SCHVIN-002

This lovely picture measures (once finished) 15 cm x 20 cm if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences.

Used stitches: stem stitch, chain stitch, split stitch, darning stitch, Algerian eyelet stitch.

You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a patchwork fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.

Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Tre bimbe**
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-015

Tre bimbe
The three sweet little girls measure (once finished) 6,5 cm x 6,5 cm each if stitched on 32ct. linen (Belfast type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences. Used stitches: stem stitch, running stitch, split stitch. You can stitch the work singularly and/or all together on your favorite frame. The author (as represented in the image) has decided to create little fabric compositions with trimmings and ribbons, this way the works can be hanged singularly. Of course, any other kind of finishing suggested by your imagination is possible. Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a few explanations on the type of stitches used.

**Price: € 12.00** (incl. VAT)
La sciarpa
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-2014-018

La sciarpa

Price: € 4.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Alla Finestra
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-2014-017
Alla Finestra

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
La Palla

da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-2014-020

La Palla

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

In Giardino
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-2014-022
Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
La Farfalla

da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-2014-021

La Farfalla

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Mondo Gatto 1
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-2014-023DD

Mondo Gatto 1
Stitch Count 130 x 80

Price: € 2.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Mondo Gatto 2
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-2014-024DD
Mondo Gatto 2
Stitch Count 130 x 80
Price: € 2.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Mici a primavera
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-022

This lovely picture measures (once finished) 16 cm of height if stitched on 40ct. linen (Newcastle type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences. Used stitches: stem stitch.

You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a patchwork fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.

Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a cute free tatting needle decoration for your work.

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Micio azzurro**
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-023

This lovely picture measures (once finished) 11.5 cm of height if stitched on 40ct. linen (Newcastle type), but you can use any kind of linen based on your own preferences. Used stitches: stem stitch.

You can get it done on your favorite frame and/or, as represented in the image, insert it in a patchwork fabric block and/or another finishing that better suits your requirements.

Package contains the reproducible picture, instructions (English, French, Italian) for the making of the embroidery with the list of the needed materials and a cute free tatting needle decoration for your work.

**Price: € 10.00** (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Primavera nel cuore
da: Volando Insieme

Modello: SCHVIN-024

Add a romantic touch to your bath towels with this floral chart.
Package contains the cross-stitch chart, instructions (in Italian, but easily comprehensible to all) for the making of the embroidery and the list of the needed materials.
Stitch Count (large towel): 180 x 70
Stitch Count (small towel): 110 x 36

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)